closed in Y (see Theorem 9, page 227 in [2] ) and consequently, if Y is complete then C is complete. In this paper I shall show that a similar result is true for the function space of connectivity functions in the topology of uniform convergence and for the function space of semi-connectivity functions in the graph topology when XX Y is completely normal. In a subsequent paper the problem of connected functions will be discussed.
2.
Connectivity Functions. 
For details see page 226 [2] .
3. THEOREM.
If Y is a uniform space with -1 X uniformity v r then C is closed in Y in the topology of uniform convergence.
-1 -1 Proof.
Suppose f is a limit point of C but f f. C Then there exists a connected subset K C X such that G(f|K)=A 1 
n n So lim f(p ) = f(p). Thus (p, f(p)) e A H A which is a conn € T n 2 1 tradiction. So f € C Remark: In contrast to the above result it is well known that the limit of a uniformly convergent sequence of connected functions is not necessarily a connected function (see [4] ).
2.4.
COROLLARY. If Y is a complete uniform -1 space then C is complete in the topology of uniform convergence. COROLLARY. If X and Y are linearly orderable spaces such that X X Y is completely normal then -1 C is closed in the graph topology F.
